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SIGNS OF LOVE is book two of the Christian romance series, BLACKTHORPE SECURITY by

Kimberly Rae Jordan. Follow the lives of the men and women working for BlackThorpe Security as

they face the challenges of life, faith and love. The BlackThorpe Security series is a spin-off from the

Christian romance series, The McKinleys. If you havenâ€™t read those yet, check out book one -

THIS TIME WITH LOVE: A Christian Romance - and meet some of the characters who will continue

to appear in the BlackThorpe Security series. Justin Morrell cares about only two things in his life:

his job at BlackThorpe Security and his sister, Beth, and her family. After a family tragedy a decade

earlier forced Justin to leave the military career he'd planned on in order to care for his

thirteen-year-old sister, he has taken his role as her guardian seriously. So when bad news comes

regarding his niece, Justin is determined to do what he can to fix the problem. Though it seems he

can't change the events that are unfolding, he's determined to make sure that the woman that's

showed up in Beth's life to help her is really on the up and up. There's just something about Alana

Jensen and her son that doesn't add up, and Justin plans to use his resources at BlackThorpe to

figure out why that is and then take the steps necessary to protect his family.It's been just over two

years since Alana Jensen and her son fled an abusive home in Florida. For the past several

months, Alana has been feeling that she and Caden may have finally found their new home. Her

passion to help people who are dealing with a child newly diagnosed with hearing loss has brought

them into contact with Beth and Daniel Olson and their daughter, Genevieve. Though they must live

frugally, Alana finds that for the first time in her life, she feels happy and safe. She isn't keen to let

people get close enough to know about her past and the scars she wears, but she finds herself

unable to turn away the friendship that Beth and her husband offer to her. Everything would have

been fine if Beth's brother hadn't shown up looking an awful lot like her ex and determined to paint

her as a threat to his family. Justin's busy work schedule has left little room for a relationship with

anyone but his family. That has worked fine until the day he finds that the walls he's kept around his

heart have crumbled. Will he be able to make the changes necessary to let more people into his life,

or will the job he's devoted his life to come out on top?Alana never planned to allow another man

close--particularly one who shared the muscled physique of her ex. But when her son is determined

that Justin Morrell is his new hero, she has to decide if she is willing to open herself up again. Will

she be able to finally let go of her past and the hurts she's carried for so long and trust that God's

will for her life just might include another shot at finding love?Stayed tuned for the next Christian

romance book in the BlackThorpe Security series due out October 2015.If you enjoy heartwarming

Christian romance with a focus on love, faith and family, be sure to check out these other books and



series by Kimberly Rae Jordan.Other Christian romance series by Kimberly Rae Jordan:The

McKinleysHome to CollingsworthThose Karlsson Boys Other Christian romance books by Kimberly

Rae Jordan:Faith, Hope & LoveMarrying Kate
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I was totally not expecting any of this and it was fantastic! Kimberly's writing consists of love and

God and I love that. Knowing it would be a romance, I wasn't expecting Caden to be deaf or to have

the "Signs of Love" as the title say actually be a sign for love. It's so cool the way the author can

turn a story and make it where everyone is able to relate to it in some way. This is the third series

I've read and I've loved them all. I seriously can't put the books down! Highly recommend you read

at least one of her books- you can't go wrong!

Justin has appeared in other Kimberly Rae Jordan books and it was exciting to find out more about



the mystery. Loved the addition of supporting characters in meeting his family and I cried during this

story, just like I always do. My only complaint is that these books don't come out fast enough for me

:-) This is another well written story and deals with deafness which I didn't actually know a lot about.

A sensitive subject completely developed and woven into the story that made you want to know

more! This book would be great as a stand alone because there is enough of the backstory told, but

so much more when you know the complete history! I can't wait to find out what waits in the next

one!

Ms. Jordan is a new author for me so I took a chance on skipping a book to go to this one. I was

thrilled with this book. I loved our guy and gal...totally and the cast of side characters is very deep

and creative. There are mysteries throughout. I found myself wanting to live in this community. It

had that small and large town feel at different times. I know that this series is a spinoff from another

series but I never felt lost. Now I "want" to go back and read the other books. One GIANT concern

for me though is that I only read in paperback and I can clearly purchase book books #1 and #3

BUT #4 is only available in "e" format. I see this happen more often than I like so I really hope the

series will be in paperback so I can read the entire series. Please. I know it is often up to the

publisher but for me it would make the decision to "not" read the rest of the books horrible. I am

totally invested after one book...Holy Cow Batman! This story is deep and multidimensional and

easy to follow. We have a giant mystery at the end of the story so I have "got" to find out what

happens. What's not to love about our guy??? Totally. Our gal and company...well I just wanted to

be her friend. I loved the message thread of faith that was ever present and not thrown in our face

on every page. This author is clearly skilled and I for one am thrilled to have found her. Please make

sure if a series is started in paperback then it is continued in paperback. Respectfully! Thank you for

the wonderful reading experience. I can't wait to see how this story grows because I would expect to

see it grow and thrive. denise bailey

Kimberly has done it again. Awesome book. A single mom of a deaf child teaching other parents of

deaf children to learn sign language. Beth and Dan's daughter is losing her hearing for an unknown

reason and to be able to communicate with her they enlist Alana's help. One thing Alana didn't know

is Beth's brother is a very overprotective bear when it comes to his sister and niece. He has a check

done on Alana because he is suspicious of her. She is hiding secrets of her past. Will they be able

to get past her secrets and his suspicious nature? If they do will her son Caden accept this man in

his mother's life?



I would definitely recommend this book. Alana has overcome an abusive marriage and helps others

learn sign language. God puts her in the path of her church friends, Beth and Daniel, and she

agrees to help them learn sign language and their two year old daughter who is going deaf. She

agrees to also teach Beth's brother. He was not at all what she expected. His appearance is very

similar to her abusive ex husband. At first she is afraid, but quickly realizes that he is nothing like

her ex. Great story of overcoming and finding love! I hope Kimberly writes another book in this

series to tie up lose ends like them finding who the shooter was at the training exercise.

I really enjoyed this book. I've read most of this authors work and I think this blackthorpe series has

been really great. I especially liked these characters. They each had their own weaknesses and it

was good to see them face challenges and overcome with love. I appreciate that these books going

to bad language or sex scenes. They also incorporate Christian principles without feeling the need

to hit you over the head with them. I thought this romance was particularly special. Both of the

characters had gone through a great deal. It was Amazing how they found love in the end. The end

felt just right.

I always look forward to her books and I have never yet been disappointed. They entertain me.

They make me think. They push me in how I respond to others and to God. I often learn things as

well. This book is no exception. You can totally enjoy this book without having read previous books,

but they add richness to the other characters in the story. There are some loose ends and

suspenseful elements that are not tied up at the end of the book, but you still finish it feeling the

ending was satisfactory.
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